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other hand, the Messenian royal house, though duly tacked
on to the Herakleid genealogy, was called that of Aipytos,
after an ancient Arkadian hero, whose tomb is mentioned by
Homer.1 He was explained as a maternal ancestor—father of
Kypselos, father of Merope, who married Kresphontes the
Herakleid conquistador of Messene. Their son, a second
Aipytos, then founds the dynasty.
On the whole there seems no sufficient ground for denying
the Greek belief that Messene had been conquered by a band
of Dorians, who, however, had to some extent mingled (not
without murmurings from those Dorians who had hoped for
a privileged status) with the old inhabitants.2 The Messenian
dialect certainly had no more Arkadian in it than Spartan
Doric ; in the fifth century they were one dialect.3 This might
be another case of a people being " Dorized by time and
Dorian rule " like the Kynourians ; but if so, the " Dorizing "
here has affected a much more numerous people.
The legends suggest that the kingdom of Stenyklaros
was an easy-going institution. It was probably imperfectly
unified and commanded little warmth of feeling from its
remoter members; for one early Messenian victor in the games
at Olympia gave his name as " a man of Korone " (his native
village on the south coast) and not, like several other winners
about the same time, as a Messenian.4
1	II. u, 604.
2	So Ephoros (frag. 20, Str. viii, p. 361), Paus. loc. cit., etc.   Wade-Gery's
thesis (C.A.H. ii, p. 533) that " Tyrtaeus at least was sure that the Messenians
were no Heraclids ; Zeus, he says, is not so crook-necked as to let his Heraclid
Spartans be beaten by these fellows " seems to be getting too much out of
the Greek.   What the poet actually says is (frag. 8) " But—ye are the seed
of unconquered Herakles—be valiant;  Zeus has not a crooked neck;   and
fear not an host of men nor be afraid "... There is nothing contemptuous
about " these fellows ".
3	Thk. iv, 41 ;   where the Messenians mentioned as being o^(J<£a>voi to
the Spartans had left Peloponnese about 460.    For an Arkadian element in
Lakonia, cf. inscrs. from Tainaron with UoolSdv for pure Doric JToreiSav: Nilsson
op. cit., p. 87.
1 Oxythemis, winner of the footrace in Ol, 12, 732 b.c. according to
Hippias' list (in Eusebios). There was, however, a variant reading Ktetavalos
for KopwvoXos, see Beloch, i, ii, p. 154. Cf. Ephoros (frag. 20) in Str, viii, p. 361,
for the early division of Dorian Messene into five cantons, each with its local
king. We do not know enough about Ephoros' materials to admit of out
rejecting such stories,
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